Perspectives on making cartographic knowledge accessible to software developers
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Abstract:
Contemporary cartographic practice uses a range of computing technologies to build print and electronic medium maps. Some allow the creation only of simple maps, through manipulation of a constrained set of design parameters (e.g., Mapline or Google’s MyMaps). Others allow the manipulation of an expansive range of design elements (e.g., ArcGIS Pro, QGIS, Mapbox). Many software tools for making maps are not built by cartographers, but rather by software engineers, some of whom have limited cartographic training or mapmaking experience. Among the tools developers may use to help them design and implement mapmaking software are standards, such as those developed by groups like the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC).

The OGC’s Portrayal Domain Working Group (DWG) focuses on developing standards to support the visual representation of geospatial information (de la Beaujardiere, 2006; Sorenson, 2019). Its 2019 Charter advocates for a common portrayal framework but focuses more on interoperability of design choices that have been made (encoding of symbols and styles) and less on guidance or good practice of design choices (i.e., which symbol or style to use) (Sorenson, 2019). Cartographic associations (e.g., ICA) have had relatively little involvement with the development of these standards. Thus, a question relevant to our community is to what extent do existing OGC standards reflect good cartographic design practices? Bocher & Ertz (2018) pointed to the low quality of maps using open standards (OGC included). They suggested a stronger focus on cartographic theory in the core OGC Symbology encoding standards and developed a proposed conceptual basis for defining geographical data symbology (Bocher & Ertz, 2020).

Periodically, researchers have tried to capture cartographic knowledge to help non-experts make good maps (Forrest, 1993; Brus et al., 2010; Tsorlini et al., 2017) using varied approaches, including expert systems, cartographic workflows, and cartographic ontologies. Software engineers, however, are usually not attempting to design software to entirely replace mapmakers but rather to support the cartographic design process. Their task is to apply a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable approach to the development, operation, and maintenance of software (Bourque & Fairly, 2014) for which they need an understanding of the fundamentals of computer science, namely the systematic study of algorithms (i.e., workflows) and data structures (i.e., ontologies) (Gibbs & Tucker, 1986). We consider how we might connect software engineers’ knowledge of algorithms and data structures to cartographic expertise via cartographic workflows or cartographic ontologies, respectively.

Software engineers are familiar with workflows and often think in such terms (Wing, 2014). A workflow is the series of activities necessary to complete a task (ISO 12967-1:2020) and can be distinguished from an expert system in that it is not able to learn from experience and is therefore more constrained in its operations and outcomes (Aniba et al., 2009). As an unstructured problem, the cartographic design process is contingent in nature; design decisions are influenced by a multiplicity of contextual factors (Griffin et al., 2017). This characteristic suggests potentially it might help to combine workflows with design patterns (Coetzee & Rautenbach, 2017), when seeking to communicate cartographic knowledge to software engineers.

Software engineers are also familiar with schema representation of data and information. Ontology design patterns (ODP) are general templates that describe entities and relations for topical information schemas. Their development
often begins as concept maps or a set of natural language propositions stating the core constraints to be represented by the schema. They guide the design of applied ontologies by suggesting a formal logic semantic structure among sets of objects and literal annotation (Fig. 1). Concurrently, Knowledge Representation and Reasoning expertise has developed to make concept models dynamic through executable logic. Such general schemas are refined by communities in application to take local practices and approaches into account (D’Ignazio & Klein, 2019).

Figure 1. ODP example ‘Place.’ (Aldo Gangemi, Submissions:Place - Odp (ontologydesignpatterns.org))

As we are still at the beginning of this project, it is not yet clear to us whether workflows or ODPs will be a more fruitful approach to communicating cartographic design knowledge to software engineers. The topical subject domain content that will be formally specified in ODPs is normally debated among communities. Through this presentation, we are seeking community feedback on what cartographic workflows and map design core concepts are most important to make accessible to developers.

We present our initial thinking on what we consider to be core concepts and workflows. We believe our project can provide benefit to developers designing software for use by people and for the construction of automated tools. Cartographic workflows and ontologies can support the approach of building expert systems, or others based on artificial intelligence, to construct solutions that can help users build knowledge and helpful maps within the current panorama of an abundance of available spatial data.
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